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THE INFLUENCE OF A POWER DAM IN MODIFYING CONDI
TIONS A FFECTING THE MIGRA TION OF THE SALMON' 

By HgNllY B. WIJU) 

U NIVUJIITT O. lU .. INOIS 

Road ""I.,... the Academy Octobtr II), l\rn 

The life history of the Pacific salmon includes a period of oceanic life 
followed by the migration of the adult fish to spawning grounds which 
are near the headwaters of coastal streams. The young hatched on th~ 
spawning grounds pr~ed down the same streams to the o<:e&n but with 
this difference: that whereas the adults press their way. vigorously and 
insistently upstream, taking no food in the journey and using every effort 
to overcome at once the obstacles met in the course of the asoe:nt, the 
young fish move downstream very slowly spending oonsiderable time 
feeding on the way and manifesting none of the apparent anxiety to com
plete the journey that the adults show. 

The coastal streams which are utilized by the Pacific salmon come out 
of mountains near the shore. They are"cbaracteri~ed by a rapid flow of 
water and considerable drop within a short distance.. In the main, they 
are fed by glaciers or snow fields of the high mountains so that the water 
temperature is relatively low and the water flow in summer high. By 
virtue of these features these streams are peculiarly adapted to furnish 
a water supply for industrial purposes. Waterpower sites along the course 
of the streams have been taken up for industrial purpose> and numerous 
power dams already built. The demand for water power makes it reallOn
ably clear that a still larger number of high dams is likely to bt constructed 
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within the near fut~. It ill important both from the economic and from 
the scientific standpoint to ascertain in what way this modification of 
natural conditions affects the abundance and movtments of the salmon. 

The tnOvtments of the fish towards spawning grounds has been studied 
by a considerable number of investigators and certain of the infiuences 
which diw:t that movtment have been tnu:-ed to environmental conditions. 
The two influences which have been clearly recognized are the direction 
of the stream flow and the t empm1tun: of the water. It has long been 
known that once the salmon have entered the fresh water, it is impossible 
to make them turn back OJ" to divert them from the established ~. 
They move upstream with such determination that even when some in· 
superable obstacle is encountered they will not change their cour:it but 
continue to utilize all theiT energies in the dfort to surmount it. When 
in some way a natural barrier has been suddenly created in the coutSt: of 
such a strtam. or an artificial barricade erected, the fish remain at this 
point striving to find or make a way over OJ" through the obstacle until 
they an: totally exhausted. Efforts to persuade or compel them to re· 
trace theiT course and select amother route have thus fa.r proved unsuc

""" ... 
The route followed by these salmon ill often fairly complex. First of 

all they select only certain streams and never are found in adjacent appar
ently similar waun. As they mount the stream they pass by certain 
tributaries and choose another without apparent reason, making ~ar after 
year in every case the same definite choice and rejecting;, opportunities 
for ascending to regions that appear to afford better opportunities for , . 
spawning than the points actually utiliwt. For many ~ar.l I have been 
studying particularly the species known as the sockeye or red salmon. 
Some years agot I was able to show that in eertain instances at least this 
species which always spawns in a lake is moved at the junction of two 
streams to select the one having the lower tempemture. Further studies 
on different streams have furnished confinnatory evidence of this con
dition and no instance has been found in which a s()d::e~ salmon has at 
the fork of a stream taken the branch which showed a higher water tem
perature. Its progTtS5 upstream is determined by the impulst to buck 
the current aDd the route followed is fixed by its selection of the cooler 
water whenever a cho;ee is offered. 

The installation of power dams hu evidently modified OlLtural con
ditions considerably,and indeed mOllt strikingly in those two features which , . ' . '. . " " 
infiuenc:-!; the mi31:ation of,~ salmon. Thjs year in, . s.tu"'yin~ such a 
situation definitely evidence w~ ,~d, ,\.0 show that the fbalJllP-, ,ip. 
natural conditions are exercising on the migration of these 'flSh"an' in-: 
fluence definite enough and extensive enough to 'bring abOnt changes in 
the pr-evious life cycle of the individual in these waun. These obser-
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vations wne made on the Baker River in the State of Washington.' Since 
I had studied the sockeye salmon on this stream during several p~vious 
summers and had extensive records -of culTent and temperatun <XInru
tions. it was possible to detennine definitely the changes wrought by the 
erection of the pown dam in question. This dam is located near the town 
of Concrete, just about the junction of the Baker with the Sksgit river, 
and in a deep, narrow canyon. It is 260 ft. high. During the period 
of construction in 1925 and 1926, the movements of the salmon wue 
necessarily greatly interfered with. At the present time the installation 
of a fish ladder and a cable hoist makes it possible to con~y to the top of 
the dam those fish which can be persuaded to enter the pockets at the base 
of the fish ladder which is immediately adjaemt to the tailrace and the 
power house and at the end of a rack built directly across the river. 

Such a dam oilers evidently an insuperable physicaJ. obstacle to the up
stream movements of tlle fish . This fact which Wll.ll reoognized long ago 
furnishes the basis for provisions incorporated in certain state laws re
quiring the construction of fish ladders and of fish ways at dams. Such 
by·passes have been constructed in numerous instances Slid while in some 
ca.ses they have worked with a certain degret: of success, it is equal ly clux 
that in other cases they have failed to appeal to the fish and have not 
served the purpose of their installation. This may possibly be due to 
other less evident changes in the environment which nevertheless have 
been an influence in directing the activities of the fish. Some of these 
changes will be brought out by further consideration of the effects pro
duced by the dam. 

With the erection of the dam a <XInsiderable extent of the stream, often 
covering many miles, has been transformed from a rapid broken stream 
of relatively shallow water into a large deq> reservoir or lake in which 
little or no current is disc:erni.ble. Thus in Lake Shannon, fonned by the 
Baker River dam at Concrete it was impossible to measure the current by 
means of a current meter and while a slight movement of the water <:."Quid 
be detected it was nevertheless so insignificant that one may well ques
tion whether it would actually influenee the fish. A rapidly moving stream 
ha.:! bttn replaced by a. body of water at It'it. 

In the next place, the form of the insta\1ation has resulted in sepamting 
the lake into two very different regions. Water was flowing over th~ top 
of th~ dllm only lit 00::<:I'5;on1lJ ~riods of ~~<:"'t$S;v~ m;t>f"l1. Or<'linarily 
the outflow took place through a tunnel opening at high water about 90 
fee t below the ·sufface of t he lake. Evidently the liftle current "whicb 
act.uIfl1Y'(ild exist was limited to ·the !'eglon aoove t hat l1!!vel wherris Delow 
the leve'r of the intake canal the wat« was enti rely devoid of current. 
The outflow after passing through the turbine<; was led away from tbe 
power house by a tailmce in which the water Wll!i in exetedingly rapid 
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movement. The tailra.ce joined the original stream only a short distance 
below the dam and some water was still flowing in the old channel between 
the foot of the dam and this point. Mo«over, the water in that ~tion 
was abundant and deep enough to afford opportunity for the ascent of 
salmon, though, excepting at periods of excessive rainfall, it did not approach 
in volume or strength the cun=t pusing through the tailrace. 

Owing to its quiet surface and lack of movement, the water in th~ arti· 
ficial lake formed by the dam was less highly oo:ygenated than in the rapid, 
rock-filled strf!arn which pnviously occupitd that region. Apparatus was 
not available last summer for testing exactly this condition but some 
crude tests that were made ineline me to believe that under present con· 
ditions no serious modification in oxygen content bas been brought 
about. 

Temperature conditions in the newly formed lake have been most radi· 
ally modified and differ from the origin.al meam conditiotu in 8Cvcn.l 
respects. It was originally on this stream that I secured the evidence 
which led me' to consider the difference in water temperature as the di
rective influence in bringing the sockeye to choose one branch of a stream 
rather than another. The Baker River is Bowing nearly southeast at 
the point where it joins the Skagit while the latter stream at that point 
is flowing almost due west. In passing upstream the red salmon thus 
turns partly back on its course from the standpoint of compass directions 
when it leaves the Skagit which is the larger stream to enter the Baker 
River. But this shift is made by all the red salmon and no one of that 
species follows the Skagit upstream above the mouth of the Baker even 
though the upper regions of the Skagit and its tributaries furnish an abun
dance of apParently attractive lakes and spawning gravels. Tempemtures 
taken at and near the junction of the two streams in former years showed 
that during the migrating geaSOn of the sockeye the Baker River is 1 QF. 
or more lower in temperature than the Skagit. These observations were 
repeated this year and it was found that the same difference in the !em· 
pemture existed but was even more marked in degree. Consequently, if 
the temperature of the water is the directive influence which determines 
the choice of route at stream junction~ that inlluenct has even been height
ened by the construction of the power dam. However, one can forsee a 
temporary condition under which the reverse may be true. Should the 
pn~ hOtiSoe ~ sbut down the Wl\t~r from th~ surf~('te of the 1 .. 1< .. flnwing 
over the top of the dam would make the river water higher in temperature 
than before and, to judge from reeo.-ds obtained this year, higher than the 
Skagit at the junction, thus reversing the temperature relations of the 
streams. Somewhat similar conditions might be produced by ucessive 
rainfall that would drive over the dam the warm surface water of the lake 
in large volume. Such conditions would naturally be infrtquent and of 
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brief duration but the in1I.uence on the migrating sockeye would be most 
interesting to foDow. 

The next opportunity which the salmon bas for making a choice between 
two streams is found only a short distance above the junction of the two 
rivers, namely. where the tailrace from the power house joins the Baker 
River. Here the stream from the tailrace offers usually a much Iargtt 
volume of water and always water of much lowl'.\" temperature. It was 
obstorved both last year and this year that the migrating salmon CQuld. not 
be kept out of the tailrace. Apparently they entered this on arrival from 
the lower waters and stayed in it fighting the.::utrent and striving to force 
an entrance into the turbines until thoroughly e:Wausted. They then 
drift out and congregate in the quieter waters of the old channel just above 
the junction with the tailmce. Here they could be observed in numbers, 
st diffCf"l'llt times making no more effort than sufficient to maintain them· 
selves in position. Many of them bore evidenCe in .... ounds or fungused. 
areas of struggle with the unfavorable conditions that they had encoun
tered. I should mention that after such periods of rest some of these tUb. 
at least started up the old channel toward the dam and spent time and 
effort in fighting the rack which hB.d been built to prevent access to the 
waters at the foot of the dam and which on the po .... er house side of the 
river led to the base of the fish ladder mentioned before. 

The t emperature conditions in the lake an most highly modified and 
in two respects sufficiently radically to in1I.uence unfavorably the migra
tion of the fish. These t .... o features are, first, the greatly increased tem
perature of the surface water and, second, the very low temperature of 
tbe deep water. 

The lake created by the dam is of considerable size being 8 to 10 miles 
in length and varying up to two miles in width. It is also rather deep, 
having a considerable area that is from one to two hundred feet in depth. 
A series of water temperatu.res was taken on three occa";ons and disclosed 
the general conditions which might be expected in a lake of that type and 
location. During the first week in August the surface water was about 
OOG to 68°F. in temperature. The thermocline was found at a depth 
of 12 to 15 ft. The observation, showed a little greater variation in tem
perature on different occasions betwettl. this point and tilt 1tvtl of the 
intake tunnel than is usual in such lakes. Below the level of the intake 
the temperature dropped very gradually. At 200 ft. it stood at this time 
about 41 °F. The swiaoe of the lake silows lhu~ Un! uislt-D ... ~ of 101. who 
siderable mass of water which is much warmer than would have beeD 
found previously in the river. On the other hand, thue is a dtql llasin 
in the lake having a temperature at this time very considerably lOwer 
than the water Howing into the lake from the river above. 

The salmon lifted oYe;r the dam sounded almost immed.iatc.ly but lfttt 
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observed to return to th~ sutfaee seven.! times at short intervals befG« 
they finally disappeand. Only those which W~ fungused or otherwise 
in bad physical condition Iingeffii in the surf~ waters. 

Now the r twl"ds for the summer of 1926 and for the past summer (1927) 
show that a considerable portion of the sockeyes lifted over the dam failed 
to reach Baker Lake. This is the normal spawning ground of this species; 
it is located 20 miles upstream from the dam. Th~ 3578 fish were put 
over the dam in 1926 and only 2823 were caught at the lake. As a fish 
trap closes the entire channel when the river leaves the lake, the recoJd 
is hardly open to question. During the past year 4158 fish were put over 
the dam and only 1328 reached the lake. Part of this difference is to be 
accounted for by the fact that some of tbe fish which were put ovtr the 
dam were physically iDca~tated and probably perished bdou they 
could have completed the upstream trip. On the other hand, it is dear 
that such an explanation is not adequate to B.«'OUlIt for the entire dif
ference. 

In other streams when red salmon have entered a lake 'll'ith deep cold 
water, they re!)t and ripen in that water, continuing there until they rise 
to the shore rone , to spawn. It is evident in that this deep cold ana of 
Lake Shannon the fish would not be subject to a current stimulus such as 
under earlier conditions would have impelled them to continue ,the mi
gration upstream and the temperature stimulus would tend to hold them 
in place since movement in any direction would bring them into wanner 
water. It is, of coune, evident that such part of the fish as migbt continue 
along sbore waters or through the upper wa1el" strata would find the river 
at the upper end of the lake and be impelled by the CUITellt stimulus to 
continue their asc:=t of the stnam. These would then ultimately reach 
Baker Lake and the normal spawning grounds. Those fish which were 
trapped in the deep cold basin and ripened there would probably not find 
suitable spawning grounds or in the event that they did select some new 
place, the considUBhle variation in water levels in the new lake would im
perii and very likely destroy the eggs in tbe CO\IMe of the winter. 

The downstream movement of the young fish has not yet been inves
tigated. It is clear that their movement is seriously interfered with by 
the ronstruction of the dam and the formation of the new lake. Some 
who have o~rved conditions at the dam maintain tlult the young fish 
go over the top with the excess water and reach the river at tbe foot of 
the dam successfully in spite of the drop of over 200 ft. It has also been 
stated that young fish go through the turbines without being killed. Both 
of these statements are deserving of canful study. It is certainly true 
that large numbers of what are probably red salmon remain in the lake 
and after the surface waters wann up, seek the deeper spots. Theyappar
ently retire be10w the thermocline when it is formed and spend the $UII1II1er 
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in the deeper waters. There is no evidence to show whether they return 
to the surface after the faU overtum and continue tl!.eir downstream mi· 
gration or whether by virtue of the stop in their oceanward migration, 
they become a landlocked variety. Studies on the$e problettl!l are in 
progtess and it is believed that the situation win furnish valuable evidence 
regarding the effects of power dams on the migration of the 50Ckeye salmon. 
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